
This narrative by Gary Pipher, Past President of the CNSA.  
 
I came across some photos from one of my visits to China /Tibet and Nepal from a few years ago, but because they 
were not digital in those days I had some scanned into my files.  
Stan and Lois McCormack’s recent trip to China brought back many memories for me, and so I thought I would share 
these scanned photos with you, along with a few remarks. 
 

I am sure you can relate to hand cranking of the bus and the truck mired in the new 
side walk paving stones.  
The picture of the Da-lai Lama's Palace 
shows some the work that was going on 
at the base to create another Tiananmen 
Square as in the Beijing photos. One of 
my visits to Beijing was shortly after the 
massacre and the square was never 
crowded. (See Pic, lower right)  
 
The drill shown in the pix below is what I 
was there for and it was finally located 
and set up at 12,000 ft. above sea level. 
"Not much oxygen or good air to breathe" .  
The Drill was built in Orillia, Ontario and shipped to Shanghai and then driven across 
country to Lhasa Tibet which took the better part of a year and a half and many many 
miles in between.  

There were two trailers containing the drill and rigging that had to be hauled as well as 4 x 40ft shipping containers 
The roads and bridges across China were neither wide enough nor strong enough to carry the weight of the trailers 
and the cargo had to be removed many times enroute and reloaded again before the truck could continue on (one 
trailer at a time). It was a long process to drive a day “unhooks and go back for the other trailer".  
I was there many times over the course of the next two years and met up with the convoy along the route to keep 
track of the equipment and to finally supervise the assembly and operation of the drill rig. 
Yes; there was a lot of the equipment that never made the trip and who know where it ended up. 
The plan was to drill into the thermo fields in Tibet to capture steam for the generation electricity. Believe it or not this 
actually did work and to my knowledge it is still is working today.  
We also had a project going on at the same time in Bhadgaon Nepal, drilling in the Thermo fields near Kathmandu 
and that took a lot of trips back and forth over the Himalayas from Lhasa Tibet in broken down aircraft .  
When I reflect back now, they are good memories but I am glad it is over.  
The girl in the photo was just one of many in the village of Shigatse near Lhasa and all were adorned with green rocks 
around their necks. Most of the pictures from my visits were either on a Pal format video camera or these old prints.  
I must think of having them transferred to digital someday.  
Narrative by Gary Pipher.   
 

 


